INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL & CAMP - SERBIA
LEPENSKI VIR 2018

English Language and Activity Summer Courses for Ages 8 - 14
Welcome to Serbia
Short Introduction

Serbia has connected West with East for centuries – a land in which civilisations, cultures, faiths, climates and landscapes meet and mingle.

It is located in the centre of the Balkan Peninsula, in southeastern Europe. The northern portion belongs to central Europe, but in terms of geography and climate it is also partly a Mediterranean country. Serbia is landlocked but as a Danube country it is connected to distant seas and oceans. Serbia’s beautiful mountains, national parks, rivers and lakes are the perfect location for an active outdoor holiday – from hunting and fishing to extreme sports.

During its rich, centuries-long history, Serbia has been at the centre of Europe’s and the world’s attention, out of all proportion to its modest size, economic might and number of inhabitants. Many lessons on bravery, patriotism and the struggle for freedom can be learned wherever you turn in Serbia, as you pass through its cities and regions.

The cultural and historical heritage of Serbia begins with prehistoric archaeological sites and its legacy from classical antiquity. Perhaps its greatest riches, though, are in the many mediaeval Serbian churches and monasteries, some of which are included on the UNESCO World Heritage list.
International Summer School & Camp

Summer School & Camp welcomes international children aged 8-14 for an idyllic summer school experience. Summer School & Camp has first class facilities and provides an environment for all our summer students to have a hugely fulfilling stay. It is located at hotel “Lepenski Vir” that sits on a hill above Donji Milanovac (161m above sea level). Surrounded with greenery, wonderful views and fairytale-like architecture for years it represents the undeniable connection with nature.

Summer School & Camp offers a fantastic mix of engaging English classes and fun activities to enable the children to get the most out of their experience. With children joining us from all over the world, the summer school provides a wonderful opportunity for learning English and having lots of fun, all within a supportive and secure environment.
Summer School & Camp Staff
Heart of the Concept

Summer School & Camp staff are experienced and well-trained individuals who help create a away-from-home environment. Our staff are sensitive to the needs of young children, who may be away from home for the first time and are there to support and encourage throughout. We ensure that the well-being of our students is always our main priority. There are dedicated staff for each aspect of the summer school & camp programme, so whether it is during lessons, meal times, on daytrips or at night time, the children are always supervised and well-cared for.

Coordinators

We have experienced and dedicated Coordinators to oversee the English Programme so that all aspects of run smoothly, safely and offer every child the chance to participate fully. **Camp participants are in obligation** to have one teacher that will take responsibility for every aspect of the summer school and of course place the welfare of the children at the heart of day-to-day life.

Teachers

Summer School & Camp teachers are professionally qualified speakers who have a genuine desire to work with international children. **All of our teachers are certified by Cambridge International Examinations.**

Student Welfare
A New Experience Away From Home

For many of our Summer School & Camp students, this may be the first time staying away from home. Even for children who have attended a summer school or camp before, at different place filled with lots of new faces can be daunting.

Our primary focus is always on the happiness and security of the children staying with us and our staff are experienced and well-trained in dealing with issues of nerves or homesickness. We keep in close contact with parents during each child’s stay and are always there to answer any questions, before and during the summer.

We want every child to return home with increased confidence, happy memories and new friendships and we understand that each child will have different needs while staying with us.
Summer School & Camp Facilities
Heart of the Concept

Hotel “LEPENSKI VIR” is located on a hill above Donji Milanovac (161m above sea level). Surrounded with greenery, with wonderful views and fairytale-like architecture for years it represents the undeniable connection with nature.

Archaeological site Lepenski vir is located 15 km away from Donji Milanovac. It was discovered in 1965, on the very bank of the Danube. This was one of the most important discoveries of this kind in the territory of Serbia. The culture of Lepenski Vir is about 8000 years old and was a complete unknown for archaeologists. It is named after the location on which it was discovered.

The facilities include:
- Multi-bed rooms (2, 3, 4 and 5 beds in a rooms)
- Closed swimming pool
- Modern, well equipped classrooms
- Football pitches, basketball, tennis and volleyball courts
- Dining hall
The English Programme
Proven Concept
At Summer School & Camp we encourage our students to communicate freely and we help them to develop their language skills through imaginative teaching. Students can choose from 2 English course options:

General English
English language lessons combining speaking, listening and writing, available for students of all levels of English.

Summer Study
An academic course teaching English through a range of subjects, available for students of an Upper Intermediate or Advanced level of English.

The English Programme
General English
Every student receives 15 hours of lessons each week with professionally qualified and teachers to ensure that they learn at the right pace. We also offer an additional afternoons of English classes per week with our English Plus+ Intensive English courses.

Summer Study
Our Summer Study programme offers a content-based learning approach, providing students with the opportunity to develop their English skills through the study of other subjects.

Lessons take place during the 15 hours lessons. Our Summer Study option is available for students of an Upper Intermediate or Advanced level of English.

Day Trip Preparation & Project Work
Day trips are a chance to have some fun and see some fantastic sights. They are also a great opportunity for students to use their English skills in real situations. Therefore during the project work, students will participate in project tasks that focus on either the historic cities visited during their stay or the activity programme.
The English Programme

Reports and Certificates

On his/her arrival, students are assessed so that they are placed in the correct class for their ability to ensure maximum progression during their stay.

As well as keeping our teaching imaginative, creative and enjoyable, we also make sure it is effective. Students are monitored and encouraged to practise their study skills throughout their stay. All students receive a Summer School & Camp Certificate and a Progress Report at the end of their course.

The progress of your children is of great importance to us. That is why we have developed the unique system for tracking the progress of your child during the classes. By using the ClassDojo application you will get statistical data about the progress of your child. The statistic will be processed, analyzed and represented by our experts and we will send you data as addition to your child's progress report.
English Plus +
For Those Who Strive

The English Plus+ Programme enables our students to try new activities and classes or to develop existing interests and skills. English Plus+ courses are optional and each student can select one English Plus+ course each week, at an additional cost. Where selected, English Plus+ replaces the Multi-Activity Programme for two afternoons each week and allows the students to choose from:

Intensive English: Speaking
Available to students of all levels, these additional language classes are designed to develop our students’ English speaking and listening skills. Classes are small with a focus on pronunciation and fluency.

Intensive English: Writing
This course is tailored to develop students’ written English and is available for Intermediate to Advanced level students. These valuable skills are transferable to writing components within the internationally recognised English examinations such as FCE/CAE.
Afternoon Activities
Multi-Activity Programme

The afternoon Multi-Activity Programme gives students the opportunity to take part in a range of activities. All the activity groups are mixed nationality allowing the students to continue to develop their English speaking skills in a relaxed and fun setting. The Multi-Activity Programme takes place every afternoon each week and the students can choose from a variety of sporting and creative options.

- Collective sports (football, basketball, volleyball, etc.)*
- Climbing the artificial rock
- Zip line program
- Slip & Slide
- Drive the bag on the polygon
- Pool games and diving course
- Fencing and Archery
- Zorbing and Bubble football
- A tactical polygon for Airsoft kids
- Young Scouts and Young Ecologist
- “Games without limits” and Orienteering

*Hotel Lepenski Vir with its infrastructure enables quality organization and realization of sports preparations for football, basketball, volleyball and water polo within the offered English language programme.
Booking and Payment

Booking your child’s visit to Summer School & Camp

We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment, as there is a limited number of places at Summer School & Camp.

Summer School & Camp is operated by Superino travel Ltd, that handles all payments and enquiries.

Location of Summer School & Camp

Hotel "Lepenski vir" - 2299 €

Radnička bb,
Donji Milanovac, Serbia

Please address all correspondence to:

Superino travel Ltd
info@mojsuperraspust.rs
+381 11 3670 349; +381 64 40 30 211